Note, universally; the last two surd factors vanish together. Surds, whose indices are integral powers of 2, may be treated as quadratic su rds; and the number of them, which may be exterminated from any equation, is equally unlimited.
Let V * + \ / f r + W c = 0 : then, (2;) + -j-2 fs/ab = (3 ;) s /a + \/b ->/c = -tfy /a b ; and, a + ^ + ^ + -2-/#£ -2 * /be = 4^/ ab. The surds, now all quadratic, may be thus exterminated: which being squared, an equation will result of 8 dimensions, free from surds.
In like manner may surds of the 16th, 32d, 64th, &c. powers be taken away from any equation.
The number which may be taken away is unlimited, as the removal of each surd quantity or factor, in all these cases, depends on the principles which direct the solution of simple equations.
In the case of cubic surds, the quantity or factor necessarily subjected to the radical sign may be of one, or of two dimen sions, but not h ig h er: since then, an universal method is known for solving quadratic equations, any number of cubic surds, independent, or dependent, on each other, may be re moved from an equation.
Let *</a -f *v/6 + , v/^ = 0: then (2 ;) a + + 3 -f- And, universally, an equation consisting of 3 surds only, whose common index is any odd number, may be cleared of them, if we admit the solution of an equation, whose highest dimension is half the index of the surd minus unity.
Because in any integral power of a binomial, as the co-effi cients of terms at equal distances from the extremes are equal, those terms may coalesce, the compound factor being equiva lent to a simple one, as may be more fully seen below.
To return to cubic surds : if s4" V d*e + th by the last example, ( 3 ;) s* 4* 4-v*de* = $stvde. Let 3\ / a 4* *V/fb 4 " 3v//d 4" ^ \ 7 e 0 1 titen, Substitute now, for s, r3 + 6der + xy\ for , 3ra + 3<?r + 3a;; for v, s r% + sdr + gx ; and the equation, s3 + + -$stvde = 0, will become, >° -gder* + s*)'r6+ |^'; 5-81 dxe'y. + 63 dex + 27dte*y% , r+-j7 * ? V ^ + ^dex'yd 4 -3<y4 ♦ -gdex'y'r -fdo3 y 3 -0, which is an equation of 9 dimensions, i. of 27 times the height of the given one 3y/a + 3i/6 + 3'v/^ + 3l / £ := 0 . If another independent cubic surd were added, the equation resulting free from surds would be of 27 dimensions, or of 81 times the height of the given equation.
Universally, if an equation consist of any number of inde pendent surds having a common index, the equation resulting free from surds will be so many times the height of the given one, as there are units in the common index of the surds raised to the power whose index is the number of independent surds diminished by unity.
As the solution of a cubic equation is required for the ex termination of some of the higher surds., it may be worth while to shew the connection of the rule, called Cardan's, with the extermination above given of cubic surds.
I f 3< / a 4-3s/b + zs / c -°> then + -j-$ 3</abc, a before; or, by substituting x,y, for </b, \Zct respec* lively, if
x-J-y + % = 0 ,then x + y 3 + E 2 Since any number, either of quadratic, or of cubic surds, may be exterminated, any number of surds, whose indices are in any manner compounded of the factors 2 and 3, may also be exterminated from any equation.
It may at present suffice to instance, in surds of the 6th, and in surds of the 9th power.
Let 6s/ a -\-e\/b + * V r = 0: then, as in cubic surds (3 ;) --ft.
-n.
•-4 n.
Restore for n, transpose, and double: then ----a. --f --t.
3
This equation squared, transposed, and divided, by be comes Compare this with the equation, -f-W&e + v = 0 : the resulting equation, s 3+ tzd*e r(-v 3\/d t% = being accordingly computed, will be free from surds. It will be of 12 dimensions; but may be depressed to one of 9. Instead of continuing the operation to shew this, 1 refer to the exter mination of surds of the 5th, and of the 7th power, to be given below, for the manner in which some equations, resulting on involution, are depressed.
In surds of the 3th power, the quantity or factor, necessarily subjected to the radical sign, may be of 4 dimensions, but not higher: whence, if the solution of any biquadratic equation be admitted, any number of surds of the 5th power may be taken away from an equation; and here it may be observed, that, as to the matter in hand, it is of no importance, whether the biquadratic equation may be solved in possible terms, or n o t; for the value, in numbers, of any particular quantity, or factor, is not required; it is only required to obtain the quantity, or factor, of a single dimension, in order to deprive it, by invo lution, of its radical sign.
When an equation consists of 3 surds of the 5th power, the biquadratic equation is virtually a quadratic.
Let V a + V 6 -f V c = « v (2 ;) a + 6 + 5 + 10 V a 3/> * + 105 Va*b3 + 5s V a b 4 = -; put -J-= 5m> v (3 ;) 5VaA b + 2 V a3b% -J-2 -j-= -m\ this, cV abc5 = -cm: which solved gives V abc3 = -m:
involve to the 5th power; then, afo3 = gS-5 + Divide by | and transpose; then, -£3+ ~+"ab\ ~ ± r2 -3m r + rrF V c1 --4wr : squared, gives 6*-io/wcs -f 35m4.
c4 -50m3.
-f 25m4. r = £6-io /W 65-|-
+ zoabm.
-zoabm*.
+ 4 aa6*.
--5 0 /723r3 + s5wV -4^V. Transpose, divide by 4^, and arrange ; then, m5 * * -^abcm%
which is an equation of 5 dimensions, free from surds. This equation, if, instead of *1 -f-*Vb = were substituted, l*Va + xoVb -{-10Vc = 0, would contain no other than quadratic surds ; if, is\/a + "Vb + = 0, no hig than cubic surds ; wherefore, if the extermination of any number of surds of the 5th power from an equation be ad mitted, since the number of surds of any lower order which may be exterminated is unlimited, an equation consisting of any number of surds, whose indices are in any manner com pounded of the factors, 2, 3, and 5, may be totally freed from surds.
If a formula for the solution of any equation of 6 dimen sions were known, any number of surds of the 7th power might be taken away from an equation: As such a formula, however, is, I suppose, at present altogether unknown, we may be contented with the extermination of 3 surds of the 7th power, which may be accomplished, because, a formula for the solution of cubic equations is known, 3, the index of In like manner, the extermination of 3 surds of the 3 ith power from an equation might seem to require the solution of an equation of 5 dimensions: but in this case, the highest term, if I may so speak, vanishes ; so that an equation, con sisting of 3 surds of the 11th power, may be freed from surds, without the solution of any higher equation than a biquadratic. The labour however is great.
As preparatory thereto, and not to refer elsewhere, the solution of a biquadratic equation may be here given.
Suppose it, as any equation may be so transformed, to want the second term ; thus, x4* -f-qx% + rx + s = 0: suppose also, x2 -f-ex -| x2 -e x-j-g -0 : then, -755555 c* + | < ? m: then, s 3 * ± | 2 + $ £ ,£ = 0: This, involved to the n t h power, will yield an equation, which shall have no other surds than quadratic and cubic; and, since these may be removed, whatever he their number, it is evident, that an equation may be at length deduced free from all surds: But the accomplishment of this would require so great labour, that it may at present suffice, to have shewn the possibility, and pointed out the method, of removing all surds from an equation consisting of 3 surds of the 11th power.
Far greater would be the labour to exterminate 3 surds of the 13th power.
Surds of the 12th power, it must already have sufficiently appeared, may be taken away in any number, according to the principles of extermination of cubic and quadratic surds.
It is also sufficiently manifest, that, if an equation, consisting of 3 surds of a certain power (v the 7th), ma of surds, an equation containing s such surds, together with any number of other surds whose extermination is unlimited, may be also cleared of surds; and that surds, whose extermi nation, as to their number, is unlimited, may be exterminated from any equation containing them, however diverse they be from each other.
Thus, lias been pointed out, the extermination from equa tions, of surds whose indices do not exceed the number , or of any combinations of such surds, in any num ber; of three surds, whose common index is either of the prime numbers be tween 6 and 12, or whose indices are either of these multiplied by any numbers, or powers of any numbers under 6, provided the equation contain no other quantity; also, of two surds, whose common index is, or, whose indices are, as last described, with an indefinite number of surds of the former description.
It only remains, however, for the complete establishment of the last observation, to note, that any surds, contained in the denominator of any fractional quantity of an equation, which cannot be transferred to the numerator, by multiplying both terms by a residual, as some have recommended to be done, may, by multiplying the whole equation by that deno minator, be transferred to the other quantities, or numerators, of the equation.
That observation will then hold of the surds therein named, however they be situated in the equation; whether they be in the numerators, or in the denominators of fractions .u a d r a t i c , cubic, and higher Surds. 41 P. S. Dr. W a r i n g ' s method of taking away surds* is very ingenious, it is however evidently limited by the same pos tulate, which restricts the application of my general m ethod; viz. to solve an equation of the dimension next lower than the index of the surd, being prime; for this must be effected in order to obtain the imaginary values of the surd as required by his m ethod; and this, and sometimes less than this, is suf ficient in mine.
e. g. To obtain the imaginary roots of the 5th power of unity, the biquadratic equation + -|~ + -j-1 = 0 must be solved. These roots are -1 v-5-± .v'~1 cktL--5 and MDCCCXIV.
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The imaginary values of higher surds of prime indices, when found, would be still more complicated: and it is not very easy to find, for example, the imaginary values of a surd of the n t h power.* 
